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Style matters when you're built big! This information addresses the specific clothing needs of men
who are broad, heavyset, bulky, and in any way too big for the "Learn what clothes can do for a
big guy (and what they can not) in a straightforward, honest guide with customized illustrations.Over
50 webpages of original advice and illustration, in an expanded second edition with new information
on dressing during pounds changes, shops and brands for the large guy, and more!standard" The
experts from "Real Men Real Style" tackle the big man's clothing needs, from suit to fabric to basic
style upgrades that produce an enormous difference. sizes of off-the-rack clothing.
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 Much of what Mr.Stand tall and carry yourself well This was a great guide for those of us who are
big men. My husband's suit now appears great on him, and he appears fit and youthful in it. Since
the devil is normally in the details, I appreciated the complete ideas and suggestions, a few of which
I hadn't considered before such as the size of components, exactly what is a good fabric for a suit,
and wearing overalls for working.Certainly worth a read, especially if you have let your fashion
sense slip along with your waistline. this is a small view and at my size now it appears like I'm
putting on a woman's watch. I got forgotten about bibbers; I once intentionally bought some two
sizes too large and they were probably the most comfortable things to use when working
throughout the house or gardening or washing the garage. And they had lots of pockets!The two
tips I may ignore is regarding khakis and cuffs. It's really true that the "clothing make the man" --
and that is even more true for large men. Adhere to the positives. My dad knew of the practicality
of twill chinos from his WWII Army uniform and this was reinforced for me as I was in one of the last
groups to be released twill khaki uniforms in the Atmosphere Force. My grandfathers wore cuffs,
my dad wore cuffs, I've always acquired cuffs on my fits and generally on my chinos. While I am
neither proud nor especially happy about my size, neither am I ashamed of my size nor of who I
am so when I walk outside I stand high with good posture.Finally, Mr. The store and shopping guide
at the end was also useful, every big man who cares about his appearance should read this useful
book. Some behaviors are as well ingrained, or maybe too comfortable, to improve. I think of a man
like Orson Welles, who was simply by no means a small man, particularly in his later years, yet
carried himself well. Five Stars very informative and will utilize many of the suggestions Five Stars
Most of his books are really worth reading. I don't appreciate the constant reminders that big men
can look sloppy, lazy, and unintelligent. GREAT publication for fashion tips for men My hubby was in
the odd position of needing to buy a fit for employment interview, after a long time of not needing
fits for work reasons. This interview is kind of a big deal, and he had a need to look
good.Purchasing this kindle book was a really good idea. It quickly covered the basics of reasons
for having men's style that we have needed to understand but didn't. My husband is only
overweight in the stomach area, but that radically adjustments how things such as slacks fit, or how
the suit coat control keys appropriately. The publication covered important details like where in fact
the hem ought to be on suit slacks, where the waist should sit on someone with a more substantial
belly, and where in fact the sleeve hem ought to be on the suit coat -- all important information
which makes the difference between a match looking enjoy it was bought off the rack and
something that was modified to fit. As a more substantial man the ideas were especially helpful.! I
recommend this publication. Centeno said is certainly intuitive from looking carefully in a mirror and
far of what he suggests I have already been doing, I have had a well-trimmed beard for many
years, I have used braces on gown pants for ages, I've worn fedoras since early in college, and
while I love clothes a tad loose and comfy, I don't like them sloppy. Contains tips I didn't find
elsewhere This was an excellent "cliff's notes" guide for buying my new appointment outfit. There are
many useful tips that my internet researching didn't come up with.It isn't without issues, though.
Centeno's advice is usually all worthless if a man doesn't maintain good position and stand high and
carry himself well, regardless his age group or his size. I'm well aware of that fact, many thanks. I
gown them up a half stage with a white or light blue oxford fabric clothing with a button-down
training collar and outfit them down a half of a stage with an indigo chambray shirt.I also didn't think
that the information was worth 10 dollars. It's only a short cram guide with marginally-helpful
illustrations. A fat guys friend Mr. I go through it in about an hour.Due to the information I couldn't
come across elsewhere, I recommend it. But purchase it discounted if you can. It sensed slim and
rushed without covering not the basics. Centeno, writes extremely vividly and offers timeless advice



on fashion for all males, not just big men like me. I utilized to be always a clothes horse before I
placed on 100 lbs. after I lost my parents. Thanks to Mr. Thanks a lot Mr Centeno. Centeno's
straightforward guide and non-sugar coated style, I can now dress just like the man I am. Excellent
primer for huge men I thought the authors did an excellent job of concentrating on the initial style
needs of large men. Good Primer on Body fat Boy Clothes This is an excellent primer, and is well
written, with easy to follow suggestions. One of the fundamentals in my wardrobe for days gone by
forty years, since graduating from university, has been twill khaki chinos. Five Stars Easy to
understand! Plenty of good information a brief concise book. well crafted with easy to adhere to
prescriptions of outfit and the why of style. the author touchedon every major section of what a
large man should wear to give an appearance to be in control and self assured. The only section of
the publication that was a little disappointing was the recommendations of places to buy a good
wardrobe. After all I would think that men's departments in main stores like Dillards Joseph A
Banking institutions would be discussed. Personally i think all men will be conscious that Wal-Mart
isn't a store worth hanging out at looking for stylish wares. The suggestions were very useful and
right down to earth and easy to implement.Nothing really ground breaking, but does offer good
audio advice on choosing and wearing clothes for those of us who also are a little bit fluffier. The
suggestions stick to traditional wisdom, and reinforce some previous fashioned tools - such as
suspenders over belts.Last week I put on a wrist watch I've had for more than 30 years, from
when I was much smaller; That is BS. Great book, We start putting it on and if makes a big
difference on what I look, how Personally i think and my partner loves it. I wasn't overweight when I
was young therefore i did not know the place to start. Well crafted and helpful I was very happy to
find this little publication. It's worth the cost of alteration, people! Centeno talked about confidence
when putting on a hat. Hijacked my IPad I find it disgusting that I am being forced to prove a review
of at least 20 words to get my device back. Great advices. Mr. The information provided is essential
and needed in today's society. By making a few strategic changes in your look choices, you will be
perceived as much more professional and trustworthy.
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